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€495,000 House / Villa - For sale
Lovely rural house with three buildings, good views, for sale in Armenteira-Meis,
Pontevedra
Spain »  Galicia »  Pontevedra »  36192

4
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3
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196m²
Floorplan  

1,990m²
Plot size
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OVERVIEW

Beautiful rural house with three buildings, with rustic
architecture and views for sale in a natural environment
in Armenteira, Pontevedra

Lucas Fox presents this beautiful restored house, made of typical Galician stone, with
two bedrooms and fantastic views. It is located in a natural environment in
Pontevedra and consists of a constructed area of 196 m² with a very well-maintained
plot of almost 2000 m².

On the ground floor, this charming rural house consists of a practical rustic kitchen
with a beautiful design, with stoneware floor and direct access to a covered porch or
patio, a fantastic area for summer nights and with beautiful views of the pool and to
the granary. Through some spiral stairs located in a corner of the kitchen, we will
access the upper floor , an area where we will find a very cozy, charming, rustic
living-dining room with a large window with beautiful views, as well as an ideal
reading or relaxation area. Also on this floor we find two bedrooms, a dressing room
and a bathroom.

In another stone building attached to the main house, we find an independent studio,
fully equipped and currently dedicated to an study and bedroom area. We will also
find a bathroom, a laundry room room and another room where the boiler is currently
installed.

In another independent building in the upper part of La Finca, we will find a large
bedroom and bathroom, ideal for the independence of guests and family or as a
leisure area. The views are fantastic.

This plot has a beautiful swimming pool, a granary, a well and a very beautiful and
well-kept garden , on different levels. The views are fantastic and La Finca has
privacy.

This wonderful property would be ideal as an investment to undertake a rural
tourism activity, or for a young couple who wants to enjoy a natural and quiet
environment and at the same time with easy and quick access to all the amenities of
a city.

lucasfox.com/go/vig47211

Mountain views, Terrace, Swimming Pool,
Garden, Private garage, Wooden flooring,
Period features, Natural light, Well, Views,
Utility room, Storage room,
Panoramic view, Heating, Fireplace,
Exterior, Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Chill out area, Barbecue, Balcony,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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